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Leading with Confidence: Arnolds Designed Practice for
Doubleheader Victories Related to Audubons Family Debate and

Follod Interest
Cahlum Andy

Abstract—This paper examines Arnold’s designed practice for leading with
confidence in doubleheader victories, with a focus on the influence of
Audubon’s family debate and followed interest. The study draws on qualita-
tive data gathered from interviews with Arnold and his coaching staff, as well
as observations of team practices and games. Results indicate that Arnold’s
leadership style is characterized by a strong emphasis on preparation, com-
munication, and trust-building, which he believes are essential components
for achieving success in doubleheaders. Furthermore, his approach is heavily
influenced by his interest in Audubon’s family debate and the lessons he has
learned from studying the naturalist’s work. Specifically, Arnold emphasizes
the importance of adaptability, resilience, and strategic thinking in the
face of adversity, and encourages his players to embrace these qualities in
order to overcome challenges and achieve their goals. Overall, this study
provides valuable insights into the role of leadership in achieving success
in competitive sports, and highlights the importance of developing a strong
sense of confidence and resilience in order to overcome obstacles and achieve
victory.

Keywords- church, elected, systems, stfield, martin, souvanna, offering, roo-
sevelt, million, austin
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